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How COVID-19 Brought Indian Wedding
Industry to a Halt?
Ravi Kumar Arya, Ritik Ranjan Gupta, Jatin Kumar, Tanay Shubham, Ravi Dugh
have an exhaustive study of different aspects of these
interlinked businesses and investigate their social and
economic impacts. In the end, we conclude our research by
proposing some mitigation techniques that can help to save
these businesses.
Following are the current rules to be followed for attending
a wedding in India due to COVID-19 restrictions [4]:
• People should adhere to social distancing norms during
the entire function.
• They should wear a mask during the ceremony.
• The guests should use hand-sanitizer.
• Ceremonies should be kept as short as possible.
• Not more than 50 people can attend a wedding.
• No drink or food is consumed during the ceremony until
absolutely necessary.
• Many states set their own rules, including the number of
guests allowed in a wedding function.
Because of so many rules and fear of COVID-19, people
are avoiding weddings this year, or they are getting their
weddings done in the simplest way also if they can do it
without any function and guests. As it is common in Indian
wedding functions, many people gather to celebrate it. But
due to the safety, all have to follow physical distance from
each other, which is not possible in the crowd, so most of the
wedding functions are adversely affected or cancelled.
Indian weddings are all about extravaganza and if people
get so uncertain about the future, every part of this industry
will bleed and is bleeding currently. A typical wedding
consists of many different expenses from different functions.
Wedding cost mostly depends upon the socio-economic
status of a family. Parents start planning for their child’s
marriage years in advance. A person typically spends
one-fifth of their total accumulated lifetime wealth on
wedding ceremonies [5]. Typical Indian wedding costs INR 5
lakh to INR 5 crore.
Major factors that decide overall wedding cost are:
• Number of guests
• Number of functions in a wedding
• Traditional activities
• Venue location, banquet hall decorations
• Food expenses
Some people are also realizing that money management is
critical for survival [6] through this pandemic time and it is
important to take care of extra or unwanted expenses. So, we
will see the change in marriage expenses during COVID-19
as people are trying to keep their savings intact and try to
spend the minimum to face an uncertain future.

Abstract: COVID-19 has spread all over the world. Starting
from China, it has reached mostly all countries of the world. It has
affected major industries and some industries are at the brink of
total collapse. Indian wedding industry was one of the most
progressive industry in the world but COVID-19 has brought it to
its heels. Lockdown due to COVID-19 has restricted major public
functions and wedding industry has to follow these guidelines too.
In this research, we take exhaustive study showing social and
economic impacts of COVID-19 on Indian wedding industry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

November and December are the busiest months for
weddings in India. But due to COVID-19, the wedding
industry has taken a toll as most other industries in the world
did. The Indian wedding industry is one of the largest in the
world and is a $50 billion industry [1]. It is also growing at a
rate of 25% - 30% annually. It is the second-largest wedding
market after the USA, which is at $70 Billion [2]. Every year
10 million marriages take place in India [3]. But this year has
been different. COVID-19 has affected the marriage industry
adversely. The wedding industry has been hit hard due to the
government's COVID-19 restrictions to stop the spread of
coronavirus disease. Currently, India has 9,392,919 total
number of cases and 136, 696 people have died until now due
to this pandemic. Every day these numbers are rising and
putting extra pressure on different businesses. The wedding
industry has many interlinked industries, and all are feeling
the pinch. Caterers, designers, banquet/tent house owners,
makeup artists, wedding vendors, or planners are all
impacted by the sudden change of circumstances this year.
Most of the weddings are either getting cancelled or delayed.
The remaining ones are not attracting the crowds that they
typically did due to the government guidelines. In these
scenarios, these different businesses are collapsing badly. To
understand the effects of COVID-19 on these businesses, we
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II. INDIAN WEDDING INDUSTRY

gone down. It also affected the price of gold and silver [12] as
shown in Fig. 2.

A. Online Wedding Website/ Bureau
In Fig. 1, we see matrimony.com Limited share price
change [7]. We can see share prices started decreasing at the
inception of COVID-19, and it was too low when COVID-19
was on the peak (March 20, April 20, May 20), then these
prices started to increase as the weddings resumed. To cope
with a sudden change in circumstances, online matrimonial
websites/bureaus came with new offers and deals for their
customers and also introduced new features on their
app/website like online chatting/video calling features etc.
Even they offered deals during the lockdown periods such as
free premium membership. And that’s the reason for the
considerable increase in their share prices once people started
to realize that the COVID-19 situation will stay for long.

Fig. 3. Share price of Titan Corporation.
C. Wedding Photography
These days wedding photography not only includes
photography during the wedding but pre-wedding shoots are
also gaining traction. Due to the low count of wedding guests,
people are also avoiding expenses on grand photography.
Typical wedding shoots can cost INR 15, 000 to INR 100,000
[14]. Affording even that much money is getting difficult for
families where they have lost jobs.i

Fig. 1. Matrimony.com Ltd. Share Price.
According to The New York Times [8], there are over
1500 matrimony websites in India. According to a survey,
traffic on matchmaking apps and sites increased during the
lockdown. Jeevansaathi.com saw a 30% growth in new user
acquisitions year-on-year during the period. Shaadi.com
witnessed a traffic surge of 15-20% on its platform,
compared
to
the
pre-COVID
period,
while
BharatMatrimony.com also reported a 30% increase in
registrations. These are the top 3 matrimonial websites in
India. The time spent on these platforms increased too.
Jeevansaathi.com has seen a 20% increase in time spent on its
platform, and engagement on Shaadi.com is up by 25%. But
with strict social distancing norms in place during this time,
these numbers may mean little. India’s matchmaking market
is valued at $184 million [9] and is expected to grow at a
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 10% to reach $269
million by 2024. The website estimates that the market has
about 8.2 million users in the country currently. As from the
above data, we can say that because of the pandemic the
population is more shifting towards the online facilities [10].

D. Destination Wedding
There is no doubt that India has many beautiful locations
but many people choose a destination wedding outside India
to make it a memorable moment [15]. Due to COVID-19, the
aviation sector has limited flight traffic. People are avoiding
unnecessary travel and government restrictions are also
keeping the air travel under control. People are also wary of
changing scenarios as new studies are finding COVID-19 to
be air-borne [16]. Different countries are implementing
different lockdown conditions. Due to all these reasons,
going for a destination wedding does not look like a healthy
choice in these difficult times. All this has adversely
impacted this sector economically and it will take some time
to bring this earlier blooming sector back to its earlier glory.

B. Jewellery Industry
"If India sneezes, the gold industry will catch a cold," says
Ajay Mitra of the World Gold Council [11]. With the current
situation, gold and related Jewellery industry have certainly
caught a cold. India, the world's second-biggest gold
consumer, experienced the lowest sales of gold in the past 25
years. Total purchases are estimated to plummet 30% in 2020
from the 690 tons last year. That would make it the smallest
annual purchase since the 477 tons bought in 1995, according
to data compiled by Bloomberg based on World Gold
Council reports. As in India, Jewellery is sold mostly on
occasions such as weddings. As COVID-19 has hit the
country in 2020 almost all the wedding functions got
cancelled or postponed and the demand for Jewellery has
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E. Marriage Banquets and Tent House
According to the Hindustan Times, there are around 500
banquets and 5700 tent houses in Delhi [17]. Majority of
banquets have 2-3 halls with a capacity of 350-500 guests
each, but according to the government guidelines passed in
Unlock 4 that from September 21, 2020 gathering of up to
100 people is allowed [18], and using these banquets at such
low attendance is incurring big losses to owners of such
places.
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And because of changing of rules in every unlock
guidance, creating confusion among people which led to the
cancellation of pre-booking which also became a blocker for
the banquet’s owners.
India hosts over 10 million weddings every year which
gives employment to thousands of people as it requires lots of
manpower and venues to host these events, but due to current
situation it created a large number of employment and a huge
loss to banquet’s owners as they have to spend money on
maintenance, electricity and staffs despite zero bookings.
These constant expenses with no future income led owners of
such places to start firing people from their jobs. Now, while
the banquet owners have started wedding bookings, tent
house owners are still facing problems with their business.
Most of the tents are used for big weddings and other events
that are held at parks and open areas. But with current
restrictions, such activities in parks and open areas are not
allowed and are affecting tent owners badly.

getting postponed or even get cancelled due to change in
people’s situation after COVID-19.
A. Employment
As the COVID-19 hit, it led to an economic crisis in the
country. Many lost their jobs and many went into the huge
loss which adversely effected the employment rate of the
country. During the lockdown period (April, 2020 – May,
2020) the unemployment rate went to peak in just one month
[20] as shown in Fig. 4. As many people started losing their
jobs, it also created uncertainty about their marriage. Due to
no job, people started cancelling the wedding or postponed
them.

F. Band Artists and Caterers
The COVID-19 pandemic fear and the need to maintain
social distancing have forced people to postpone their
wedding ceremonies or some couples to opt for small
intimate affairs instead of their big fat events, which has
affected businesses of bands and caterers in the country.
These industries are run only by manpower and because of no
bookings, it created huge unemployment among these
people. Most of the band artists and caterers come from the
village to big cities but due to current situation, many are
forced to seek another source of livelihood or to go back to
the village as they don’t have enough money to survive in the
cities. The pandemic also created a phobia of not getting jobs
in future as most of the small workers are afraid that now
marriage won’t happen the way they used to be. Most of the
band groups have taken loans from a bank or private
authorities to get instruments and band dresses which are
lying useless at present, but they have to pay back the loan
despite any income. Many caterers have taken Godowns on
rent for storage which is also becoming a burden on them.

Fig. 4. Unemployment rate in India.
B. Government Rules and Regulation
As the unlock started with tons of rules and regulations by
the government, it becomes very difficult to have a function
as it used to be before the COVID-19 spread. In India,
wedding is the dream of the parents, they always plan to do as
much as possible in their children’s wedding function. India
has a tradition of inviting family members and close ones to
their weddings and celebrate with all. But due to these rules
and regulations it is almost impossible to have a function like
before. So, because of so many ever-changing rules and fear
of COVID-19, most of the people are avoiding weddings this
year or they are getting their weddings done in the simplest
way they can without any function and guests.

G. Marriage Retail Shopping
After the lockdown started, the offline retail market
experienced a huge downfall. According to a KPMG report
of 2018, the big Indian wedding market is often considered
recession-proof [19]. But due to the pandemic, this huge
market went down. As during the lockdown period, even
some marriage functions were going on either online or
in-house, the shops were closed which resulted in zero sale of
wedding items. As the lockdown was lifted and shops started
to open, there are still almost zero sale in the market due to
changed wedding scenarios. People are preferring not to go to
market due to COVID-19 phobia and they are trying to do
online shopping as much as possible which is also affecting
small retailers with a huge loss. After the unlock started the
shopkeepers started offering heavy discounts to clear their
stocks and get some money as many of them filled their shops
with stock just before COVID-19 spread by borrowing
money and they have to pay them back which is a challenge
for them in current situations.

C. Savings
In India, most of the parents save a part of their
hard-earned money for their children and their marriage. But
during the lockdown, many families are forced to spend their
savings to fulfil their daily requirement as the market was
closed so there was no source of income which created a huge
burden on parents and families.
D. Patient Phobia
After the COVID-19 spread, the people’s mindset has
changed too as everyone is treating each other as a source of
virus because of their own safety. This mindset is also
followed in weddings. Recently, there are frequent news of
virus spread in wedding functions. In one of the wedding,
groom died just after two days of wedding by COVID-19 and
95 guests also got COVID-19 positive [21], further creating
phobia for people that weddings are spreading coronavirus
and can be deadly to attend. Apart from the industry collapse,
there are also other social and economic factors to be
considered.

III. FACTORS EFFECTING WEDDING AFTER
COVID-19
In this section, we list different factors affecting the
weddings after COVID-19 spread. Most of the weddings are
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Many people have lost jobs and it is getting difficult to get
new jobs. This has also lowered the chances for young people
to get married. Most parents of the bride want their future
son-in-law to have future job security as it gives better
financial stability. Losing a job in such trying times is also
bringing the marriage count low. For many parents, savings
have almost exhausted; therefore, they will not be able to
afford weddings of their children for some time.

IV. IS ONLINE WEDDING THE NEXT FUTURE?
There are many ways in which technology can be used
today for online weddings. Dance performances can be
recorded and played during the sangeet (music) ceremony.
The wedding can be broadcast on online live video platforms.
Guests can dress up in finery and participate through video
calls from their drawing rooms. And when the time comes for
the feast, delivery services can deliver the exact same menu
to each of the invited guests. Imagine having a small wedding
in a truly blissful location with a few people in attendance
and then hundreds of others participating through 3D virtual
reality goggles. Drones can deliver amazing camera angles
and swoop around the beautiful landscape. Flowers, food,
scents — all the other wedding accoutrements can be brought
to those participating remotely through a wedding planning
service. The money saved on travel, hospitality, and
transportation can be utilized to ensure a truly memorable
in-home wedding experience. Even using augmented reality,
the guests can be virtually present at the wedding while
sitting in their drawing rooms. Not only that, people can have
wedding anniversaries to just get the feel of the real weddings
once the COVID-19 vaccine comes and we feel much safer.

E. India’s GDP
Almost every industry got affected due to COVID-19
which led to huge drop in the India’s GDP as shown in Fig. 5.
There was a huge drop in the first quarter of 2020 when the
lockdown was implemented in the country.
Table- I: GDP rate of past 5 Years
Year
Quarter

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Q1

8.68

5.78

7.10

5.25

Q2

9.67

6.47

6.20

4.42

Q3

8.58

7.64

5.59

4.08

Q4

6.29

8.18

5.67

3.09

2020-21

-23.92

V. CONCLUSION
The key question is if the wedding industry is impacted,
then what is the future of the wedding industry in India?
From the above sections, we have shown the new normal that
the industry is witnessing. These changes will stay for some
time and related industries will have to change accordingly.
We will also see a digital wedding taking away bigger pie in
coming times as it adheres better to these new times. Even if
it is not fully digital, we will definitely see significantly
cheaper weddings in India. Businesses like online
matchmaking will have new opportunities to make money.
We will also see a major part of the existing workforce
changing careers or using new second career to feed
themselves as it will be difficult for such a large workforce to
learn new skills in such a short time with so many restrictions
in place. It is going to be a difficult time for the Indian
wedding industry and only time will tell how we cope with
this new normal.

Fig. 5. India GDP Trend.
On further investigation, we can come to the conclusion
that somehow the different sectors of the GDP are directly
related to the marriage industry. In Fig. 6, we see the share of
each sector effecting the GDP. [22]
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